
Archetypes for the Functionality of 
Working Groups and Individual Magick 
Styles

The Warrior: General Characteristics

This archetype is apparent in people who prefer to face problems head on and who 
have the strength and endurance to do so in most circumstances. Their indignation or 
anger are quickly triggered if they observe abuse of the innocent or manipulations of 
those in vulnerable situations. Warriors are happiest when fighting for causes they 
believe in and will give all their energy to sustain and promote those causes. In many 
cases, they’re willing to put their lives at risk.  

Warriors want to be fighting for people and projects they believe in, and they tend to 
take an offensive stance. When threats make themselves known, the warrior will 
naturally rush to eliminate or thwart the enemy. Direct approaches are favored by this 
valiant archetype. 

The Tempest Warrior is a powerful force to be reckoned with and can create large 
storms of energy to defeat their adversaries. These warriors exude passion and can 
inspire others to assist them in spiritual and magickal battles. They’re superb at 
tackling large and complex threats. They do need adequate recuperation periods 
between strikes as they expend a great deal of energy during an attack.  

Examples of Magickal Icons: Energy Bombs and Blockades

The Thunderbolt Warrior is excellent at taking precise aim and unleashing focused 
bursts of energy at single enemy targets. They tend to be independent and confident 
in their abilities. They’re most comfortable as solo practitioners or serving as support 
forces in small, strategic teams. They tend to be cautious with their energy 
expenditures and can often sustain long periods of battle readiness without significant 



rest periods.  

Examples of Magickal Icons: Long Range Rifles and Charged Arrows

The Shadow Warrior is stealthy and fully prepared to tackle hidden enemies. This 
warrior is willing to take the time necessary to lay traps, understand the agenda of 
the enemy, and lie in wait for opportune times for attack. As magick practitioners, 
these fighters work very well in small assault teams. They’re willing to accept the risk 
of moving behind enemy lines in order to reach their targets. We advise these 
warriors to fulfill their missions in the company of a trusted companion who can assist 
them should they need help returning to safe territories. Their need for rest and 
recuperation depends on the intensity and duration of the specific task at hand.  

Examples of Magickal Icons: Invisibility Cloaks and Daggers

Magickal Warriors work well in teams that like to focus on direct disruption techniques 
aimed against aggressive interlopers. These types of opponents might include 
adversarial ET and/or inter-dimensional groups, so called “demonic” or persistent 
poltergeist activities, and malevolent tricksters. 

The Healer: General Characteristics

Healers are attracted to people and situations where their soothing energies are most 
needed. They seem to have a sixth sense when it comes to finding those who need 
their help. They often find themselves in positions of giving counsel, offering medical 
relief, or working on spiritual healing with those who seek them out. They’re also 
drawn to explore and use direct, multi-dimensional healing techniques to solve 
physical as well as emotional issues. 

It’s almost impossible for a healer to pass by a living entity in need without stopping 
to offer assistance. For this reason, they’re often depleted and must learn how to 
establish proper boundaries and take time for themselves to rest and recharge their 
own energetic fields. 



The Dimensional Healer feels drawn to help large groups of people, species of plants 
and animals, or environments that have fallen prey to hostile invaders. These healers 
can often be found doing such things as leading efforts to preserve a species, 
restoring the broken spirits in a war-torn region, or using their magickal talents to 
bless and cleanse poluted water resources. Dimensional healers enjoy working with 
groups who share their interests and are adept at raising aligned powers to enhance 
their magickal work. They may also choose to assist groups of beings in other 
dimensions. In order to achieve healings beyond the veil, dimensional healers often 
join forces with their counterparts in other realms. 

Examples of Magickal Icons: Large Orbs of Light and Enlivened Root 
Systems

The Cosmic Healer serves as a shining pillar of planetary support. These gifted beings 
are usually aware of their unusual abilities and joyfully commit to working with the 
vibrational energy streams that energize all parts of our 3D world. They also serve as 
liaisons between angelic overseers and the many sentient species here on earth. Many 
work with the earth itself, feeling deep ties to the relative health of our planet at any 
given time. They perceive the health and organic nature that resides in minerals and 
other elements that many don’t recognize as sentient.  

These healers often choose to work alone or as a part of a small, intimate group. It’s 
vital that they sustain a specific vibrational resonance with their ethereal source, and 
so they’re hesitant to involve others as any outside element might prove to disrupt 
their delicate connections. However, they’re more than willing to contribute to 
magickal group efforts as a separate but aligned force. 

Examples of Magickal Icons: Pillars of Light and Etheric Sanctuaries

The Auric Healer enables sentient creatures to obtain relief from disease, pain, 
despair, astral injuries, and other personal afflictions. These are the dedicated souls 
who tirelessly use their magick through such activities as the laying on of hands, the 
prescription of natural remedies, the speaking of charged words of power, and other 



techniques proven to heal and repair weakness or decay. These healers are deeply 
rewarded for their work by the gratitude reflected in their patient’s eyes. Not only do 
these healers work with physical ailments, but they’re also able to assist with the 
healing of auric fields and other spiritual impairments.  

Auric Healers prefer to work with one person, animal, or plant per session. However, 
they’re open to working with small groups to achieve specific goals. As team 
members, they’re open to participating in many types of magickal groups and are 
usually eager to add their assistance wherever it’s needed. 

Examples of Magickal Icons: Magickal Potions and Glowing Hands

The Guardian: General Characteristics

Guardians share the warriors’ traits of strength, battle worthiness, and devotion to 
those they protect. However, guardians prefer to work their magick by implementing 
defensive and protective shields rather than by charging headlong into battle. 
Although they’re prepared and willing to fight in order to protect those in their care, 
they focus more on protective and blocking measures than on assertive attack 
strategies. Great guardians often assume the attitude of the male lion watching over 
his pride or the giant grizzly mother bear willing to guard her brood with her life. 
While they don’t seek out trouble, they’re easily roused and ready for combat if 
perceived threats enter their home territories. 

Guardians are generally strong with extra doses of endurance built in. They stand firm 
in their convictions and most often stick to one style of magick that works for them. 
They share the warriors’ frustration with injustice and accept positions of 
guardianship to help others remain safe from physical or ethereal threats. They tend 
to be practical and shy away from making rash decisions. They plan for the long term, 
but they can be called on for refuge in states of emergency. 

The Guardian Bear is a strong, consistent, and devoted protector in times of threat. 
This is the paladin of the magickal realms. Relying on sheer determination, enhanced 
endurance, and heightened intimidation factors, these guardians are wonderful to 



have around as a personal or small group protector. Their senses are attuned to 
possible threats to those they guard, and they’re often able to ward off any troubling 
nuisance with little more than a trusty etheric growl. 

If a threat persists, they’re adept at shielding their wards while taking more active 
measures to confront and remove the intruder. They prefer to work with people and 
animals they feel close to. They value their position as a guardian most if they respect 
and/or love those they choose to protect. 

Examples of Magickal Icons: Bear Claw or Totem Staff

The Guardian Wolf is a fierce, sensitive, and stealthy protector. These guardians are 
willing to offer their services to groups of people or animals who share common traits 
or have united goals. They thrive in diverse social environments that offer lots of 
room for individuality and freedom. These guardians carry a natural form of “pack” 
allegiance. They’re more than happy to work with other Wolf Guardians in order to 
protect large gatherings from any kind of harmful interference. They are highly 
perceptive and love movement and variety. Always a bit restless, they’re experts at 
scouting the perimeters of the energetic fields formed during magickal group 
activities. 

They’re comfortable in a variety of settings, but they do best if they share their role 
as a protector with at least one other “wolf.” This gives them a much-needed 
comradery that sustains their enthusiasm and allows them to experience personal 
pleasure as they fulfill their roles as guardians. 

Examples of Magickal Icons: Phases of the Moon and Blood Pacts

The Guardian Hawk is extremely perceptive and exceptionally gifted at defending 
large areas of land. These individuals are also outstanding protectors of expansive 
online networks and virtual spaces. Their gifts enable them to perceive slight changes 
in the atmosphere which is so often affected by electro-magnetic changes. Detail 
oriented, their “sharp-shooter” spiritual eyesight allows them to zero in on slight 
changes and invisible disturbances long before many of us would be aware of any 



change at all. We all benefit when we invite one of these gifted guardians into our 
magickal group to watch over our meeting place and our online network of 
connections. 

The Hawk is most content balancing times of solitude with uplifting social interaction. 
This guardian’s unique blend of energies spreads throughout the ethers and connects 
with important points of synergy. Their magickal constructs overlay physical, virtual, 
and etheric grids with protective seals. They’re also able to alert group members to 
incoming threats thanks to their extra keen perception. 

Examples of Magickal Icons: Naturally Found Feathers and Woven 
Webs

The Sage: General Characteristics

Sages are invaluable contacts to have and enjoy. They’re bubbling receptacles of 
knowledge, and they thoroughly enjoy the hunt for elusive truths and intellectual 
advancements. They often lead us down rabbit holes of mystery and mayhem. But 
thanks to their natural sense of direction, we’re usually escorted safely back to the 
place where we started only to find that we’re all the better for having had the 
adventure. Sages aren’t happy unless they’re focusing their intelligence on the next 
new mystery popping up in front of them. They’re usually avid readers and enjoy 
researching topics that interest them. Over time, they develop a reliable wisdom. 
Their insights stem from their colorful history of unique experiences and their varied 
intellectual forays.  

When part of a magickal group, they’re helpful and happy to share their acquired 
wisdom with trusted friends. They have much to contribute, and they can help their 
groups achieve remarkable results in a short amount of time thanks to the 
navigational shortcuts they’ve mastered. 

The Sensitive Sage is a quiet, studious type of individual. Gifted with extraordinary 
amounts of focus and perseverance, these sages are able to master the subjects that 



interest them while deflecting a myriad of life’s distractions. This practiced focus 
evolves into a priceless piece of the magickal manifestation process. As a member of 
a magickal group, they bring specific and well-researched knowledge to the group’s 
attention. They may tend towards shyness and feel most comfortable in the company 
of people they trust and come to know over time. Once these souls open up, be ready 
to be amazed by their wisdom. Profound insights and remarkable judgement are just a 
couple of the irreplaceable assets these sages can share with those who have the 
patience to listen and pay attention.  

They will not raise their voice, so it’s up to us to provide open space and quiet 
settings where they can share freely. They often cast the deciding vote when it comes 
to making group decisions. And thanks to their objective and unique vantage points, 
we can rest assured that we’re in good hands when we follow their advice. 

Examples of Magickal Icons: Quill Pen and An Ancient Tome

The Scientific Sage is forever curious about how and why things work the way they do. 
They’ve often spent hours in workshops or laboratories tinkering, inventing, or 
researching events in their areas of interest. Driven to understand the machinations 
behind the scenes, these sages have a healthy understanding of conspiracy theories, 
and they’ve followed the endless breadcrumbs in round-a-bout explorations enough to 
have garnered a well-developed sense of discernment. After wandering through so 
many detours, they’ve come to be very good at separating facts from fiction. As 
magickal practitioners, they’re well-aware of the hidden realities that exist. The have 
tremendous respect for the sages that have come before them, and they often follow 
traditional paths that have rituals and replicable experiments on record. 

Not as shy as their more sensitive counterparts, they still aren’t prone to waste 
words. They share what they deem important and enjoy being part of groups working 
towards tangible goals they feel are worthwhile. Driven by their discoveries, they’re 
happy to share their knowledge and talents with large or small groups. Lacking in ego 
and short on agendas, they bring fresh authenticity to any gathering. 

Examples of Magickal Icons: Alchemical Sigils and Sacred Geometry



The Cryptographer Sage is a genius when it comes to spotting patterns and unlocking 
portals. They’re so gifted at recognizing and categorizing nuances that they’re often 
considered psychic. Their talents do evolve over time and often come to encompass 
psychic abilities, but their gifts originally stem from their astute attention to details 
and their ability to catalogue passing patterns that recur throughout their lives. 
Eventually, they can decode any occurrence and translate its meaning according to 
their vast inner libraries of codes and configurations. Their observations are so in tune 
with the collective timeline it’s as if they’re pulling magick out of thin air. They tend 
to inhabit zones of high synchronicity, and it often seems like they’re manipulating 
time itself. When patterns become so revealed, who’s to say that time isn’t folding 
back onto itself? 

These sages are rare and prized additions to groups they become involved with. They 
tend to shift others into mystical zones of magickal creation. They make excellent 
advisors regarding decisions that involve repeating patterns. And many can magickally 
affect outcomes by manipulating the time/space continuum, even if they don’t know 
they’re doing it. 

Examples of Magickal Icons: Pocket-Watch and Skeleton Key

The Commander: General Characteristics

Commanders are leaders, often charismatic and engaging. Some are born with 
leadership tendencies and some develop these traits over time. These souls are 
willing to shoulder the responsibility of leading others through perilous and 
challenging situations. We look to them for guidance, support, and expertise. An 
adept commander also knows how and when to delegate tasks to others. Commanders 
share the characteristic of courage with warriors, and they feel protective of their 
charges much like guardians. They share wisdom based on their experiences as do the 
sages, and they often heal psychological setbacks through motivating and encouraging 
words like healers. They rely on employing bits of each archetype as the situation 
demands. They project the broad vision, understand the big picture, and refrain from 
micromanaging the details. Successful commanders help their companions stay on 
track, maintain focus, remain engaged in the relevant events, and encouraged in 



times of discouragement. 

This is a lot to balance and requires clarity of vision and strength of character. 
Commanders who earn the respect of their groups through integrity, fairness, and 
consistency are invaluable additions to any team. 

Royal Commanders successfully lead others by holding themselves to the highest of 
standards. They tend to have a regal air about them. They retain dignity and a sense 
of self-assurance even in times of disruption and chaos. While they’re aware of their 
oversight responsibilities, they view their magickal counterparts as team members 
who rely on them to offer wise counsel and appropriate support. They’re also aware 
that they may need to make unilateral decisions for the well-being of the entire 
group. They don’t take this responsibility lightly. They approach the decision-making 
process with gravity and give serious attention to all possible consequences. 

As is the case for any of the Commanders, they need and appreciate a group that’s 
willing to trust them with leadership responsibilities. They often appoint assistants to 
help them, but they remain aware that the true responsibility lies with them. 

Examples of Magickal Icons: Golden Sceptre and Purple Crest

The Military Commander often finds himself in the uncomfortable position of 
squelching emotional uprisings and restoring order to damaged environments while 
simultaneously managing a wide variety of passionate team members. These 
commanders are drawn into conflicts and situations that, by their very nature, 
demand their unwavering focus and ability to take decisive, appropriate action. They 
tend to make good decisions based on gut instincts and sharp intuition. In magickal 
settings, these leaders are competent and reliable when facing off against challenging 
aggressors. They’re also excellent at gathering people together to strategize and 
discuss new goals that can seem overwhelming and out of reach to most people. 
They’re very good at rounding up the troops and accomplishing the tasks at hand. 
They enjoy success and bring “winning” energy states into their sphere of influence. 



Examples of Magickal Icons: Waving Flag and Silver Sword

The Contemporary Commander breezes through the business boardroom with ease. 
These commanders are eager to take on unjust legal systems, bring down bloated 
bureaucracies, and circumvent the corruption of dark puppet masters. They rally 
disheartened troops and reach heights no one could ever imagine by keeping the 
team’s goals firmly in sight. These commanders unite people through a shared vision 
to eliminate suffering and transform negativity wherever it appears. They find others 
who share an affinity for their goals and naturally fall into positions of leadership as 
they demonstrate their uncanny ability to grasp invisible bottom lines and unravel the 
target’s defenses with speed and precision. They help their team members break 
down complex goals into reasonable steps. If a magickal group is determined to 
reform a social injustice or cleanse a corrupt corporation, there’s no better leader to 
have at the helm. 

Examples of Magickal Icons: A Judge’s Gavel and Scales of Justice

The Oracle: General Characteristics

Oracles naturally connect with beings and energies in extra dimensional realms. These 
are people we often recognize as psychic, clairvoyant, or prophetic. They seem to be 
able to reach into other dimensions by using their innate talents of extra-sensory 
vision and inter-dimensional resonance. We might find these souls using divination 
tools such as Tarot cards, pendulums, the I Ching, runes, or astrology to access 
mystical clues and messages that lie beyond the reach of our five senses. Some 
Oracles are born with the gift of “seeing” into the future. Many are able to perceive 
reality as it truly is, a complex system of holistic and multidimensional forms.  

Throughout history, people have visited oracles to gain extra perspective on their 
lives. Leaders have sought them out for their foresight and advice. While some oracles 
might specialize in “telling the future,” others are more interested in working 
between and within multiple realms. Many oracles are here to help us bridge our 3D 
world with the invisible dimensions that overlap and interact with our world. Some 
oracles serve as emissaries and liaisons between realms. For example, we might find 
an oracle who has memories of a past incarnation with a particular extra-terrestrial 



race and has come to share information with earth humans regarding that species.  

In every case, we see common characteristics appearing in this archetype. Oracles are 
seers and visionaries. They are very aware of how vast and complex our creative, 
multidimensional universe is. And they tend to access and use their magical and 
spiritual abilities whenever there’s a summons to bridge, shield, connect, or 
communicate with other dimensions. 

The Emissary Oracles who serve as liaisons between dimensions often have memories 
of their lives before their current earth incarnations. They might “remember” or have 
imaginative adventures in other types of realities. Many feel a natural attunement to 
various beings. Some examples might include star families, extra-terrestrials, inner-
earth beings, angelic entities, faerie or elven connections, mythical creatures, and 
galactic cultures based on advanced artificial intelligence. In every case, they feel 
strong connections to another race or species and often find themselves longing for 
“home.” As they emerge into their magical power, they will begin to share their 
experiences, visions, and stories with others. In essence, these perceptive souls help 
us, as earth humans, realize how vast and varied our universe is. Many times, these 
oracles are in the position to share ideas and technologies with us that will help our 
own human race advance. 

Examples of Magickal Icons: Shadow birds and origami paper crafts

The Diviner Oracle can peer into parallel worlds and gaze into alternate timelines. 
Usually, this type of oracle will have some favorite tools such as special cards, stones, 
or reference system. We tend to think of these gifted oracles as people who can help 
guide us when we have questions about our own lives or about certain situations. 
When they receive information from other dimensions, they filter the messages 
through the magical screens of their own intelligence. Therefore, they’re able to 
decode messages that many of us would fail to understand. These oracles often access 
other realms through the beings and entities that reside in those planes. They can 
receive and transmit messages from all kinds of sentient beings, including earth 
humans who have transitioned to other dimensions. Diviners can also work with non-
human species such as plants and animals. In these cases, we might ask for their 
assistance as animal communicators or as telepathic links to our natural surroundings. 



Examples of Magickal Icons: A specific Tarot card, a rune, or a crystal 
ball

The Etheric Oracle works on large scale projects that connect our 3D world with other 
dimensions. These seers are drawn to assist beings from other realms with complex 
projects such as etheric grid systems, planetary energy lines, and portal networks. We 
often find these oracles working with timelines and other etheric constructs. When 
we consult with one of these gifted oracles, we are usually interested in the “big 
picture.” We may want to understand more about our planet’s trajectory on a 
particular timeline or how we can assist with a world-wide situation. These oracles 
can also work on individual situations if they so choose, but they will usually turn to 
their natural talents within the etheric realms and work on those planes rather than 
relying on direct contact with the person, animal, plants, or areas they are assisting.  

Examples of Magickal Icons: Woven fabric strands or various types of 
maps

The Keeper: General Characteristics

Keepers love being surrounded by items they’ve collected and have deemed valuable. 
Their belongings might not have any earthly monetary value, although that is 
possible, but they are priceless in other ways. Keepers tend to find and preserve 
items that hold a great deal of magical energy. They’re often the ones we turn to 
when we need some sort of unique magical item or tool. Another characteristic of 
Keepers is their natural ability to sort through media and find the most accurate and 
relevant information available. We might think of them as “magical librarians.” They 
often find themselves in charge of large quantities of esoteric and occult information 
that can be utilized and referenced by others who are looking for specific data.  

Another part of the Keepers magick shows up through their willingness to hold space 
for magical workings. And they stand as perceptive witnesses to events and situations. 
They often record their observations, and we all benefit by reading or listening to 
their accounts. Many Keepers have been called “bards” in times past as they often 



express their spiritual gifts through oral traditions and other forms of record keeping. 
They are sacred storytellers who allow us to bridge to other worlds and other times 
through their messages.  

We know we’re in the presence of a Keeper when we see things such as elaborate 
grimoires, detailed scrapbooks, and daily journals. These magical souls feel a deep 
connection to tangible proofs of things that have happened. They preserve memories, 
information, traditions, and items so that these precious treasures can be passed 
down through the ages. 

The Collector is a Keeper with a natural ability to sense and locate uncommon and 
remarkable objects. From unusual seashells to rare books, these Magical Keepers are 
most content when surrounded by their eclectic collections. These gifted souls seem 
to know when a magical item is nearby, and their heightened senses lead them 
directly to the item holding the unique etheric energy they’re perceiving. They might 
even employ techniques such as dowsing in order to zero in on their targets. When 
they have the object or book in hand, many can also interpret the energies. This helps 
them organize their collections according to different categories and types of energy. 
Even if the Collector is unsure about how the item is meant to be used, it will be 
added to the collection until the time comes when the purpose and energy signature 
of the item is revealed. Because Collectors find themselves in the midst of various 
types of energy, they utilize their innate abilities of shielding. Advanced Collectors 
can shield themselves from unwanted energies and are also able to construct shielded 
spaces where they can store some of the intense energetic items they’ve 
accumulated. They are adept curators of their own magical museums.  

Examples of Magickal Icons: Dowsing rods, a magnifying glass, or a 
compass

The Archivist Keepers organize and categorize esoteric, magical, and occult 
information so that they can learn from the information they have gathered and can 
more easily share their findings with others. These gifted practitioners take pride in 
developing organization systems to house their discoveries. They are magical 
librarians who are willing to assist others in their searches for specific information. 
Not only do they assist fellow magicians, but they themselves are often highly 



knowledgeable. Most are avid readers and researchers and often share what they have 
learned. Many produce books, software, and other forms of media based on their 
research and experience. Archivists are architects of information systems and are 
highly perceptive when it comes to spotting patterns. They’re able to manifest 
elaborate systems by manipulating patterns in etheric realms and then implement 
those constructs in the 3D world. These intriguing magicians might be surrounded by 
stacks of books and sheaves of papers, but when it comes to finding certain 
information, they know exactly where to find it. They thrive when they are pursuing 
knowledge and searching for answers to life’s many mysteries.  

Examples of Magickal Icons: A handmade bookmark with a sigil, 
geode or complex crystal lattice

The Bards are Keepers who hold stories, memories, sounds, and other traditions 
within their souls and then share these collected treasures with others through a 
means of story-telling or song. They’re also willing to bear witness to rituals, 
ceremonies, and other meaningful events and record the activities they observe. 
Bards are often blessed with expansive memories and enhanced capacities to 
remember stories and oral accounts. Some are gifted with extra language abilities 
which allow them to gather information from different cultures and other dimensions 
that require translation. When Bards share their stories through voice or song, their 
magical energies reach out into the surrounding atmosphere and infuse the air with 
etheric signatures. Some of these etheric tendrils connect to the original events 
themselves and are able to convey the prime energies associated with those events. 
This is why, as Bards develop, they hold a great deal of power and must learn how and 
when they should wield such power. 

As others feel and absorb that those energy strands, the Bard must learn how to 
control the release of that energy so as not to overwhelm the audience. It’s similar to 
a singer learning how to properly control her breathing and diaphragm in order to 
produce the purest sounds. Bards sometimes choose to learn to play various musical 
instruments too, as they provide effective ways to enhance the story’s energy through 
resonant sounds, and Bards are naturally attuned to sound signatures. 

Examples of Magickal Icons: A favorite musical instrument, or a 
feathered cap



The Builder: General Characteristics

Builders are natural-born creators. They love to design, build, construct, engineer, 
tinker, invent, and oversee projects. In the realms of magick, these creations might 
include etheric grids, energy frameworks, 3D magical tools, sigils, etheric portals, 
ritual clothing, alters, medicine bags, and the list goes on and on. Magical Builders 
might use their abilities to design and construct things in etheric and astral realms. 
Others, who have strong artisan tendencies, enjoy making things in the 3D realm. 
These can include everything from an original set of tarot cards to large scale pyramid 
structures and stargates. In every case, the Builder draws on his natural instincts and 
magical skills to build and infuse creations with focused intentions. 

Some Magical Builders prefer to focus on large projects and oversee the operations 
while others prefer working on small, personal projects. Some want to use their skills 
exclusively in etheric planes and others prefer to work on magical projects in this 
dimension. And others are comfortable working in both realms using their creativity to 
bridge dimensions. No matter what is created, it will be filled with the magical 
energy and spiritual elements chosen and injected by the Builder. These talented 
souls can create items for others according to specific needs. We often see their 
crafts on display in meta-physical shops or available online. 

In some cases, an advanced Builder will be able to design and help create cosmic grid 
systems and other planetary constructs. These complex structures often require 
assistance to put in place. In these situations, we find Builders who are gifted at 
directing others and overseeing projects ensuring that these large-scale creations will 
operate correctly. Builders often have strong visualization abilities and are often able 
to manifest their desires in the physical realm. 

The Designer is a Magical Builder who intuitively understands the “big picture.” These 
creators are naturally blessed with innovative ideas and invite inspiration from higher 
dimensions. Whether they’re designing a new magickal training program, a meditation 
ritual, or a new web site, they focus on the outcomes and far-reaching effects of the 
things they create. Magical Designers give a great deal of thought to the overall 
effects of their constructs as they work on their projects. They imbue each part of the 
project with their intentions and take special care to make sure each part enhances 



and is in synch with every other part. Concepts of harmony, synergy, and balance are 
very important to these Builders. For these reasons, these talented Builders are 
equipped to design and develop large, complex projects if they choose to do so. 
These Builders also prefer to work on projects that have artistic components rather 
than devoting their time to purely functional structures. The aesthetics of beauty and 
symmetry are highly valued by these creative artisans. 

Examples of Magickal Icons: A paintbrush, crystals laid out on a grid 
diagram

Inventors are special kinds of Builders that spend their most productive hours in 
protective privacy. These Builders prefer to work alone as they receive inspiration and 
experiment with new technologies. Once they receive the idea for a new construct, 
they turn to their intuition and etheric sensitivities to expand on the initial vision. 
Once again, like the other Magical Builders, some prefer to work with constructs that 
they can create in the 3D realm and others spend most of their time working on 
etheric builds. 

Inventors are here to create “new” technologies, tools, systems, and a myriad of 
imbued items. These novel ideas come into the minds of Builders through etheric and 
spiritual channels. Inventors are able to receive these ideas and inspirations by 
accessing the corresponding, magical outlets of information. Once the Inventors have 
created their prototypes, they become more social and are eager to share their 
creations with other magical practitioners so that they can be tested, produced, and 
used by others.  

Examples of Magickal Icons: A tool kit, colorful images of laboratories 
or workshops

The Engineers are Magical Builders who have an uncanny sense for how things need to 
be put together. These talented builders are usually excellent when it comes to 
solving puzzles or working on several layers at once. Moving parts, complex patterns, 
unanswered questions, none of these hinderances seem to phase the gifted Engineer. 
These creators love a challenge and thanks to their patience and diligence, they are 
excellent at solving complex problems by taking things one step at a time. Magical 



Engineers are able to envision the end results they want to achieve. They blend their 
intuitive skills with their sharp intelligence to reach their goals. Naturally talented at 
skills like reverse engineering and deconstruction, they are also able to reassemble 
projects and create new constructs as a result of their acute perception. They take 
pride in creating objects and systems that function well and perform according to 
their intentions. In the realms of magick, this skill can be utilized at every level and is 
highly valued by all practitioners.  

Examples of Magickal Icons: Moving gears, a puzzle piece

The Weaver: General Characteristics

Weavers work much like healers except that they usually focus on systems, grids, and 
networks instead of individuals. If a tear or disruption appears in an otherwise smooth 
surface, Magical Weavers can apply their skills and repair the rift. These are the 
special souls who know how to heal the jagged edges of etheric fields and how to 
sooth the frayed edges of an astral tear. As large-scale healers, they’re able to 
reunite broken or disjointed parts of a network, whether that network is composed of 
websites, interdimensional portals, or sentient beings.  

A talented weaver can “spin” threads into an existing network, and they can create 
entirely new webs by weaving outwards from a “nexus” of energy. Natural born 
connectors, weavers see the big picture and recognize individual parts of that picture 
when they come across them. They gather up these bits and pieces of a larger whole 
and bring them together so that they can interact and become a complete and holistic 
field of energy.  

Whether these archetypes are working on an existing framework or creating a new 
web, they’re able to pinpoint where connections should be supported and how the 
lines between such hubs should be laid out. Many weavers have an innate 
understanding of energy grids such as the earth’s ley lines and the electro-magnetic 
patterns. With practice, they can become masters of connecting physical planes to 
extra-dimensional realms through fields and networks designed for inter-dimensional 
interaction. Depending upon their specialty, they can create, heal, and repair 
energetic webs, create and sustain multi-dimensional networks, or destroy and 



unravel etheric systems.  

The Nexus is a powerful weaver able to establish new webs through the calling in of 
power and the projection of the generated energy out from a central point. In this 
kind of magick, the weaver is not only able to attune the central hub to his or her 
desires but can also project those intentions throughout the entire web. When this 
power is invoked, each line or spoke that leads out from the central hub will also 
carry the initial intentions of the practitioner. Nexus magick often includes the 
abilities to heal and repair central hubs, add vortices to existing networks, and link 
different webs by aligning each web’s central nexus of power. The Nexus magician is 
an individual who can hold and maintain a great deal of power within his or her 
personal energetic field. This requires enormous depth, patience, and intense focus. 
The work of the Nexus can be exhausting and may require extended periods of 
rejuvenation. This magick is especially taxing in the beginning stages when the Nexus 
is creating a new web of power and supporting the “birthing” process of a new etheric 
structure. These etheric web creations require great skill to develop and maintain as 
they are often vast and complex in nature. 

Examples of Magickal Icons: bicycle wheel, image of the Fibonacci 
sequence in nature

Spinners are perpetually creating linkages between aligned elements. They work their 
magick by fusing intentions together through etheric strands of energy. If a Spinner is 
working to help create a new etheric network, the practitioner will concentrate on 
the desired intentions and create threads aligned with those intentions. Those 
energetic lines will then fuse naturally to the vortex, or central hub of the web, and 
drift outwards waiting for appropriate and aligned connections to attach. In many 
cases, the Spinner will infuse the magical strands with additional intentions that 
clarify or enhance the overall intentions of the web. These extra nuances bring 
individuality to each thread of energy, and those enhanced lines tend to attract 
diverse and unique connections. Spinners add a myriad of colors and flavors to the 
etheric webs they help construct. Like all other Weavers, the Spinner can repair and/
or unravel etheric connections inside energy networks. For example, if Spinners 
become aware of a corrupt or damaging situation, their magick can break down the 
links that the system of corruption depends on, such as a delivery mechanism or a 
communications network. 



Examples of Magickal Icons: Spider, spider’s web, spinning wheel

The Outfitter can weave multiple webs together using interdimensional methods of 
binding, weaving, and stitching according to function, purpose, and alignment. 
Somewhat of a multidimensional tailor, the Outfitter knows how to construct a 
complete “suit” and can create an expansive project working with various webs and 
individual energy scraps that are available and resonate with the desired energy 
patterns. The final construct may appear as a well-worn, patch-work type of creation, 
or the “new outfit” may feel smooth and seamless. The results of the Outfitter’s 
labors depend on the materials available to the Outfitter and on the magical purpose 
aligned with the overall creation itself. Just as a pair of pants is designed to cover the 
legs and gloves are made to wear on our hands, each part of the Outfitter’s new 
expanded web serves a specific purpose and has a unique function. The Outfitter is 
gifted with extra-ordinary perception when it comes to recognizing how each part will 
best serve and how all the pieces will come together as a unified whole in the end. 

Examples of Magickal Icons: spools of thread or pieces of sewing 
patterns, 3D models
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